
PROVIDING HOPE AND SUPPORT TO THOSE IN NEED OF INSPIRATION, EDUCATION AND THE RESOURCES TO SUCCEED



BRIAN’S JOURNEY
“I’M ALWAYS STRIVING TO DO MORE. WHATEVER I 
ACCOMPLISH, IT’S NOT ENOUGH.  I DON’T GET SATISFIED. 
THAT’S NOT MY NATURE.”
Following an exceptional college career at Clemson University, he 
went on to play 16 seasons in the NFL, primarily with the Philadelphia 
Eagles. Known for his leadership, discipline and passion, Brian also 
gained a reputation for compassion, authenticity and being a valued 
sounding board for his teammates. When he retired in 2012, it was 
with a slew of awards and a sporting legacy as one of the top safeties 
in NFL history.

“I WANT TO PROVIDE HOPE TO THOSE WITH THE EAR TO LISTEN AND THE HEART TO 
UNDERSTAND.” 
Brian strongly believes in the power of transformative moments and wants to trigger that spark in young people. 
Young people who are open to seeing bigger possibilities for their lives and just need the tools and inspiration to get 
there. This in turn can produce positive ripple effects on their families, and ultimately, on entire communities – a 
legacy of a Foundation that Brian will be proud to leave behind.

“IF YOU START, YOU HAVE TO FINISH”
Brian Dawkins grew up in Jacksonville. His father’s strong work ethic and consistent involvement in his life provided Brian with a positive male 
role model throughout his childhood – something a lot of young people in his community did not have. Brian saw many single mothers trying their 
best to keep their families together under difficult circumstances, but unfortunately, too many young men were lost to the streets – including 
several of his close friends.
 
A natural athlete, Brian had sport as an outlet. His high school football coach positioned him at Center, a decision that initially made him want to quit 
the sport. However, his father stressed the importance of following through on your commitments in life, inspiring him to continue. He saw young 
men who did not have sport as a path take a different route, and make the wrong decisions.

“THERE’S HOPE. THERE IS SOMETHING ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS. 
DON’T STAY WHERE YOU ARE. KEEP MOVING. KEEP PUSHING THROUGH.”
In August 2018, Brian was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of Fame. While he’d 
been very guarded as a player, during his powerful speech, he openly discussed 
the issues that had led him to thoughts of suicide early on in his career. A survival 
at all costs mindset and an inability to articulate his emotions – typical of the type 
of environment he grew up in – that was almost his un-doing. But with personal 
and professional help, Brian developed a disciplined approach to life, greater self-
awareness and the ability to open up, gaining the skills he needed to succeed.

Brian’s Hall of Fame speech made him realize the potential his life experiences had to 
help others with similar issues. Many people shared that learning how he overcame 
his circumstances to be able to live his best life inspired them to do the same. The 
reaction solidified his goal of a Foundation as the next step in his journey.



 COMMUNITY
A person’s community can greatly impact the person they become. Engaged community 
members take personal pride in their surroundings; together, they strive for the good 
health, prosperity and betterment of the whole - for current and future generations. It’s 
important to Brian to involve community members in building strong infrastructures to 
benefit the larger society.

 EDUCATION
A good education expands a person’s worldview. It allows them to see a world that is 
bigger than their immediate surroundings and builds their confidence and ability to make 
informed decisions. It is the first step to leveling the playing field and sets a person up for 
a greater chance at success in life.  

 FAMILY
Whether by blood or choice, family shapes a person’s existence and approach to life. 
Brian believes in the power of an individual family member’s success to positively benefit 
the whole. He therefore wants to support families in becoming strong support systems 
for its young members.  

 CEREBRAL WELLNESS 
With its lifelong impact on a person’s thoughts and actions, it’s important to have 
positive emotional, psychological and social well-being. A positive state of mind and 
a thorough understanding of self, allows a person to better be able to respond to their 
environment and stressors, rather than simply reacting. Ultimately, it empowers a person 
to drive the narrative of their own life.

WHAT MATTERS TO BRIAN 
 COMMUNICATION AND SELF-AWARENESS 
The ability to articulate your emotions effectively fuels confidence. It also 
allows you to develop a better understanding of self and, as a result, how you 
react to stressors (emotional intelligence).

 DRIVE AND PASSION 
With 100% commitment and focus you can live your best life, and at the same 
time, inspire others. Never settle and be open to the possibility of success.

 DISCIPLINE
Approach life with a plan. Structure allows you to consistently control the 
controllable, to put things in perspective and gives you the space to absorb 
surprises. Being disciplined requires daily practice. 

EDUCATION
Gathering knowledge about the larger world helps you define your own world 
and values. It gives you the tools to improve your life and those that you care 
for, while spurring constructive thinking and personal growth.

ACCOUNTABILITY 
Consistent follow through on your commitments builds trust and breeds 
excellence. 

BRIAN’S VALUES



THE BRIAN DAWKINS IMPACT FOUNDATION
INTRODUCING



WHO
The Brian Dawkins Impact Foundation works with anyone who... 
Has the ear to listen and the heart to understand. 
Has experienced hardship and unrealized potential. 
Has the desire to make positive decisions in life and just 
needs the inspiration and support to make it happen.

WHAT
The Brian Dawkins Impact Foundation uses “Brian Dawkins’ 
Values” to provide hope and support to those in need of 
inspiration, education and the resources to succeed. 



HOW WE 
ACHIEVE THIS
WE BELIEVE IN A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO ENABLE SPIRITUAL, MENTAL 
AND PHYSICAL WELLNESS FOR EVERY PERSON WE WORK WITH.

INSPIRE
We use Brian’s own experiences and values to provide 
young people with motivation and confidence to enable 
holistic well-being

EDUCATE & SUPPORT
We provide the tools and resources to young people and 
their families that they need to make the right choices in 
life to stay on the path to a positive future

BUILD
We provide infrastructure and support to communities close 
to Brian’s heart: Jacksonville, Philadelphia and Clemson



In the first year of the Foundation’s delivery, we are focusing on the Brian Dawkins Values 
Program, which is a mental wellness program designed for students created through a 
partnership with the curriculum provider EVERFI. It will be delivered in five schools across 
Jacksonville in 2020 and will impact over 1,000 young people across the year.

INSPIRE
This program uses Brian as inspiration and the power of sport to engage the students into the 
topic of mental wellness. 

EDUCATE & SUPPORT
The students then go through a comprehensive educational program that helps them better 
understand holistic welfare and how they can achieve it and what that in turn will help them do 
to succeed. In the years to come, the Foundation will also provide small grants to young adults in 
need of financial support to go to college and single mothers in need of resources to support their 
families. These grants will be done through local community organizations.

BUILD
In the years to come, the foundation will build learning centers, sports spaces and schools that can 
act as bases for the Brian Dawkins Values Program.

MAKING THIS  
IMPACT A REALITY



HOW THE BRIAN DAWKINS VALUES PROGRAM WORKS
IN DETAIL

In each of the five schools, students go through a four-phase digital 
program that enable them to build a comprehensive 
understanding of what mental wellness is and how to achieve it.

Each of the four phases addresses the following topics:

The program uses the power of sport and of Brian’s platform to 
keep students’ interest

At the beginning of each phase, the program starts with a film from 
Brian, who uses his own personal experiences and to encourage the 
students to maximize the learning possibility and understand the 
importance of mental wellness

Interactive scenarios and digital stories allow students to face 
stressful situations and manage their mental health effectively 
while learning how to identify warning signs and how to get help for 
yourself and for others
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Mental Health Basics

Understand Mental Health Disorders

Healthy Coping Skills

Getting Help

Tools and resources are also provided to teachers and parents 
alongside the digital course for the students

During the program, Brian will visit each school and sit with the 
students while they do the program; he will also give an inspirational 
speech to the wider student body in a schoolwide assembly at select 
schools around the importance of mental health

The length of the program is different for each school and is 
implemented in a way that makes sense for that school and  
teacher syllabus

PR, marketing and promotion for the program will take place 
throughout, promoting the great work of the program

Monitoring and evaluating impact will be done with the program 
partner, EVERFI. Each lesson contains a pre- and post-assessment to 
measure knowledge gain throughout
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ABOUT EVERFI
EVERFI is an international technology company 
driving social change through education to address 
the most challenging issues affecting society ranging 
from financial wellness to prescription drug safety to 
workplace conduct and other critical topics. Founded 
in 2008, EVERFI is fueled by its Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) community engagement platform and 
has reached more than 30 million learners globally. 
EVERFI powers community engagement in a sustained 
manner to empower individuals and organizations to 
make an impact within their communities. 

The Company also convenes Networks to bring 
together financial institutions, colleges and 
universities, and some of the largest corporations to 
leverage insights and connections to drive impact. 
Some of America’s leading CEOs and venture capital 
firms are EVERFI investors including Amazon founder 
and CEO Jeff Bezos, Google Chairman Eric Schmidt, 
Twitter founder Evan Williams, Advance Publications, 
Rethink Education, and Rethink Impact. 

S P O R T S  A N D  E N T E R TA I N M E N T

EVERFI AT A GLANCE

30+ MILLION 
LEARNERS 
Around the World 3,600+ 

Partners

20,000+ 
K-12 Schools

1,325+ 
Higher Education Institutions

605 Employees

100+ Former Teachers/Administrators

PROGRAM PARTNER
The Brian Dawkins Values Program has been created with renowned curriculum provider EVERFI. EVERFI will work with the Foundation throughout the year to ensure the best quality 
delivery of the program across the f ve schools.



THANK YOU
www.briandawkins.com/impact-foundation


